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Introduction
The aim of this engineering manual is to explain the basic work with the “Stratigraphy” program. The
modelling principle is the creation of a geological model according to all data from a geological survey.
In easier geological conditions, the model is usually created automatically from all boreholes and field
tests, which were carried out on the construction site.
In more difficult conditions, it is sometimes necessary to modify a generated model to match the real
state, or the idea of the geologist. It can be done using modifications of the soil layers (expanding,
merging, dividing) or by creating various geological anomalies (soil lenses, geological faults…). This
manual is focused on these modifications.
The modelling of the example used in this manual takes less than an hour. The result is a model shown
on the following picture.

Final geological model
The process is described step by step. For a proper understanding of the modelling process, we
recommend creating an example independently. To check the created model, you can use the demo
example demo_manual_39.gsg, which is part of the "Stratigraphy" program installation.
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Creation of a Terrain Model
The creation of a digital terrain model is the first step for most tasks. The digital model of the terrain
is created in the construction site dimensions from the entered terrain points.
The terrain points can be entered or imported. The terrain is generated automatically after each
change of the entered points. The shape of the terrain is also influenced by the field tests with defined
z – coordinate.
In this example, the slope modelled from six points is shown. Coordinates are as follows: [0; 0; 0],
[0; 10; 0], [7; 0; 3], [7; 10; 3], [20; 0; 5], [20; 10; 5].

Terrain with intermediate smoothing
The shape of the model can be greatly influenced by smoothing the surfaces between the triangles.
The smoothing is entered in the frame "Settings". The above model was designed for "Intermediate "
smoothing. If the smoothing is set to "None" the model looks as follows:

Terrain without smoothing
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In the “settings” frame the Coordinate system is set as “Cartesian”.
Note: Larger smoothing allows to create more realistic models, but the generation can be slower in
case of higher number of layers. Sometimes, for a larger model, it is recommended to create whole
model without smoothing and turn it on when output documentation or output cross sections are
created.

Geological Model with Horizontal Layers
We will create a geological model with horizontal layers according to the following picture:

First, we enter a field test (type borehole) in the "Field Tests" frame – the coordinates of field test
and soil layers are obvious from the following dialog window:

Borehole input
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In the next frame we will define soils. The simplest way is to take all soils from borehole by the “Add
according to tests” button. The soil list will be created according to soils defined in the field tests.

Adding soils according to tests
The test profile and borehole are created automatically from the test (type borehole). After switching
to the "Geological model" frame, the required model is generated (if the manual generation is selected
in the "Settings" frame, it is necessary to use the button "Generate").

Generated model
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For a clearer view, it is appropriate to enter a cross section in the frame "Output Sections" with
coordinates of points [x; y]: [0; 5], [20; 5]

Visualisation of the model using output section
It is necessary to change the drawing settings for correct visualisation of cross section in the
"Geological Model" frame.

Frame "Geological model" - drawing settings
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Geological Model with Layers Following the Terrain
Now we create a geological model with the layers following the terrain.

We will continue with the previous example. The procedure of modification is evident from the
following picture - it is necessary to enter new boreholes on boundaries of the construction site.

In the "Geological model" frame, select a borehole "BH 1"and define new boreholes in points [0; 5],
[20; 5] (using the "Add graphically" or "Add textually" buttons). If the boreholes were not selected
before pressing "Add graphically" or "Add textually" button, new boreholes will not copy borehole
"BH1", but they will correspond to the already created geological model. In the dialog window "New
boreholes", we can see, that the data of the new borehole is copied from the borehole "BH1".

Dialog window "New field test (borehole)"
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Model is created by the clicking on the “Generate” button.

Final model

Construction Site Edges – Active Edge
Turn on the "Frame visualization of soils" in the drawing settings.

Frame "Geological model" - drawing settings
Edges of the model are created just from assistant boreholes in the model corners - layers are almost
straight on the edges of the model.
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Switch to the "Construction Site" frame and enter an "Active border" of 1 m. The active edge is red.

Active border in frame "Construction Site"
Borehole "BH1" is not in the active edge, so the generated model remains the same. Switch to the
"Geological model" frame, select borehole BH1, and add two new boreholes "BH1 (4)" [5; 0.5] and
"BH1 (5)" [5; 9.5] using the button "Add textually".

Input of new boreholes into active zone
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Both boreholes lie in the active zone - during generation of model, assistant boreholes with same layers
are created on the edge of the model.

Final model
The model at the edges is significantly changed. Now it is the same as the cross section in the middle.
When modelling real constructions, it is reasonable to enter an active edge to reach the closest points
and boreholes from the construction site edge.
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Editing of Soil Layers
Now we modify the green layer to expand into the edges of model.

We use the dialog window "Edit borehole". We perform the same modifications for both new
boreholes BH1 (2) and BH1 (3) - increase a thickness of the green layer from 1 to 3 m and reduce the
thickness of the blue layer from 2 to 1 m.

Dialog window "Edit borehole" – BH1 (2)
This way the model is modified.

Modified model
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Creation of Soil Lens
Now we model a "soil lens" according to the following picture.

In the "Geological model" frame, we enter new borehole (Red 1) in the middle of lens (coordinates:
[11; 5]) and enter new layer (Red, thickness 0.5 m) using "Insert (before 3)". (When pressing "Add
textually" no borehole can be selected in the table).
In the dialog window "New Borehole", the information about borehole creation is displayed. In our
case, description “Layers are generated from the geological model” is shown. If the information is
different (we copy another borehole), it is possible to change it by pressing the "Change status" button.

New borehole in the middle of lens
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Placement of new boreholes
After adding, this borehole is shown in red and it is not active - because it is not compatible with the
other boreholes. Then we modify master borehole (always on the right side) we add a red layer
between green and brown layer. We will not enter a thickness of this layer, we set a location of lower
interface of layer as "not defined".

Inputting of red layer – master borehole
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This red layer is subsequently transferred to all other boreholes, but it has no exact location. The layer
thickness used in the model generation is defined just in the borehole "Red 1".

Generated model with modified master borehole
Now we modify red soil layer in the borehole BH 1 (3). We change location of lower interface from
"not defined" to "define depth" and enter depth 2 m. The depth is measured from the top of the
borehole, positive values downward, negative upward.

Editing of borehole BH1 (3)
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The generation of lens is done.

Final model with soil lens

For better visualisation define new cross section with coordinates [11; 0], [11; 10].

Final model with soil lens
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Creation of a New Layer into the Model
We want to divide a blue layer from the previous example into two layers – blue and dark blue. Dividing
and merging of layers is common mainly due to changes in soil parameters in depth.

In the "Geological model" frame, we edit the master borehole - first, we divide the blue layer using
"Divide layer (No. 1)" button in ratio 1:1, and then, we change the new bottom layer to dark blue using
"Change soil (No. 2)".

Dialog window "Edit master borehole" - before modification
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Dialog window "Edit master borehole" - after modification
After model generation, the layer is changed.

Final model
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Modelling of Faults
The aim of this example is to model a geological fault, which crosses the construction site. On the left
side of the construction site, the subsoil is created by the yellow soil with a thickness of 3 m, other
layers are bellow this layer have a thickness 1 m.

Firstly we enter a fault interface to the master borehole using "Insert (before 1)" button. We enter a
depth of lower interface location as -10 m - it is located high above the terrain. The fault is made up of
new soil "Black".

Fault definition in the master borehole
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After generating, the model remains same, but we can see a new layer (fault) in the bottom right
corner. For better clarity we used a black colour.

Model with a new layer - fault
In following steps we define a location of fault on the terrain. We define boreholes ZZ 1 [3; 0], ZZ 2
[3,7; 5] and ZZ 3 [4; 10] step by step. During text input of borehole, firstly empty dialog window is
shown.

Text input of new borehole
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After coordinates input [3;0], the geological profile is loaded from the model. Now we change
properties of upper black layer (fault) and enter its thickness as a [0 m].

Borehole ZZ1 – fault position on terrain
We leave using "Add + close" button and regenerate the model.
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We repeat a process also for boreholes ZZ 2 and ZZ 3 (set a black layer as a [0 m] thickness).The model
must be regenerated after each borehole input. It is necessary for corresponding of borehole to
original geological model.

Borehole ZZ2 – fault position on terrain
After fault input, we remove boreholes in front of the fault - in this case borehole "BH1" (2)

Removing the additional borehole BH1 (2)
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Now the model is ready for creation of area in front of the fault. We regenerate the model and enter
two new boreholes: Area 2 (coordinates [0; 0]) and Area 2 (2) (coordinates [0; 10]).

Model after the definition of fault on the terrain
We modify both boreholes using "Edit" button. We define interface of fault (layer 1) in depth of 20 m,
other layers have location of interface "Not defined". We confirm an input by "Add" button and enter
second borehole (Area 2 (2)) in coordinates [0; 10].

Definition of fault in the depth – Area 2
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Then we generate a model - the fault is visible. The area in front of the fault is shown in grey.

Model with fault
Now it is necessary to define layers in the area in front of the fault. We select one of boreholes Area 2
and add layers above the fault (using "Insert" button). We define thickness of layers in this borehole 3 m - yellow, 1 m - blue, 1 m - dark blue, 1 m - green, 1 m - brown. In next step it is necessary to add
new defined layers to the master borehole using "Add upper layers (into master borehole)" button.
Modified borehole Area 2 looks as follows:

Inputting of layers to the area in front of the fault
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After generating model, it looks different than we supposed - new entered layers overlay whole model
(also behind the fault).

Model with wrong layer generation
It is possible to solve this problem using changes in order in generating of interfaces between layers.
Firstly, we generate fault (row 6-7 with black rectangle on the right side) and layers behind the fault
(7-8...etc.).
We leave a "Group order" as "1". Layers in area in front of the fault are in group "2".
The fault (row 6-7 with black rectangle on the right side) is usually straight - we do not use smoothing
here.

Model layer generation
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The model is created.

Final model

Final model – cross-sections
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